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In this study, the apparent interfacial and interlaminar shear strength (IFSS and ILSS) of
single fibres and unidirectional (UD) viscose fibre-reinforced epoxy composites were
characterised using different test methods. Microbond and pull-out tests were used to
analyse the IFSS of single fibres embedded in epoxy and the transverse tensile test was
applied to measure the IFSS of UD fibre-reinforced composites. The short beam shear
test, single edge notched bending test (SENB), double-notched tensile test and double-
notched compression test were applied to characterise the ILSS. The composites were
produced from continuous tows with fibremass fractions of 20%, 30% and 40% and fibres
of different fineness (1.7, 3.3 and 28.0 dtex). The results showed that the different test
procedures led to different trends of ILSS depending on the fibre mass fraction and fibre
fineness used. The transverse tensile test revealed that the IFSS decreased with increasing
fibre mass fraction and fibre diameter. A different trend was found with the short beam
shear test and the SENB test for the ILSS. Here, higher values were detected with
increasing fibre mass content, and the influence of the fineness was less noticeable. The
double-notched shear tests (tensile and compression) showed a different trend: the ILSS
increased with increasing fibre mass fraction from 20% to 30%. With a further increase to
40%, the ILSS tend to decrease slightly. An influence of the fibre fineness on the ILSS could
not be statistically proven. The different trends of the test methods are attributed to the
constitution of the composite and the different load application caused by the test
procedures.
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1 INTRODUCTION

To evaluate the quality of a composite material, the interaction
between fibre and matrix plays an essential role (Gent and Liu,
1991; Piggott and Dai, 1991; Herrera-Franco and Drzal, 1992;
Müssig and Graupner, 2020). Among other things, the
mechanical properties can be influenced considerably. Good
fibre/matrix adhesion results in a respectable load transfer
from the matrix to the fibre. If the fibre/matrix adhesion is
very strong, the strength and stiffness are usually positively
influenced. However, depending on the material combination,
toughness is reduced, especially in the case of tough fibres in a
brittle matrix [e.g., regenerated cellulose fibres in a polylactide
(PLA) matrix (Graupner et al., 2014)]. A strong adhesion
prevents the energy-absorbing fibre pull-outs, which are
responsible for a good energy dissipation. Weaker fibre/matrix
adhesion, on the other hand, usually leads to increasing
toughness, but the strength is reduced. If the adhesion is
extremely poor, the strength and, the toughness, are negatively
affected because almost no load transfer can take place from the
matrix to the fibre (Müssig and Graupner, 2020).

A good fibre/matrix adhesion is essential for short fibre-
reinforced plastics. In a previous study, it could be shown that
surface treatment of regenerated cellulose fibres with lignin
positively influences the fibre/matrix adhesion in both long
fibre-reinforced PLA and short fibre-reinforced PLA. However,
the improved fibre/matrix adhesion had a noteworthy effect on
the short fibre-reinforced composite, which showed a significant
increase in tensile strength. Improved fibre/matrix adhesion
reduces the critical fibre length that must be present in a
composite to achieve a reinforcing effect (Miwa and Horiba,
1994). Therefore, the influence of improved fibre/matrix
adhesion on the properties of short fibre-reinforced
composites with fibre lengths around the critical fibre length is
generally higher (Graupner et al., 2014). That means the
adjustment of the fibre/matrix adhesion can considerably
influence the mechanical composite characteristics. For this
reason, an analysis of the fibre/matrix adhesion is often
mandatory. Various tests are available to determine the fibre/
matrix adhesion. Individual elements (single fibres or individual
fibre bundles from plants) can be embedded into the matrix and
analysed concerning their apparent interfacial shear strength
(IFSS). Composites can be tested for their apparent interfacial
or interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) using different test methods
(Gent and Liu, 1991; Piggott and Dai, 1991; Herrera-Franco and
Drzal, 1992; Müssig and Graupner, 2020). The most common
tests to determine the IFSS of single fibres or single fibre bundles
are the fragmentation test, the microbond test, the pull-out test or
the microindentation test. Composites are often analysed
regarding their IFSS by using the the transverse tensile or
bending test. The short beam shear test, the Iosipescu shear
test or double-notched shear tests may be applied to
determine the ILSS (Herrera-Franco and Drzal, 1992; Drzal
and Madhukar, 1993; Olsson, 2011; Almeida et al., 2015;
Müssig and Graupner, 2020).

Depending on the test method used, the results of the IFSS can
differ significantly from single element tests (Müssig and

Graupner, 2020), but also from composite tests to determine
the IFSS or ILSS (Keusch et al., 1998; Almeida et al., 2015).
However, even when using similar test methods, different studies
often show different trends, e.g., depending on the fibre mass
fraction or fibre fineness. For example, Woods and Ward (1994)
found that the ILSS of a unidirectional high-modulus
polyethylene fibre-reinforced epoxy resin, measured using a
short-beam shear test, increases when the fibre has been
plasma treated but decreases with increasing fibre content or
fibre diameter. In contrast, Esnaola et al. (2016) observed no
influence of fibre volume fraction on ILSS of glass fibre-reinforced
polyester with fibre volume fractions between 40% and 60%, and
Shanker Singh et al. (1991) determined for glass/epoxy
composites an increase in ILSS with higher fibre content in
the range between 32 and 57 vol.-% with a short beam shear test.

Nevertheless, by modifying the fibre surface to improve fibre/
matrix adhesion, the same trend can often be observed with
different test methods, which is frequently associated with
increased characteristic values. However, the absolute values
determined, often vary considerably. Drzal and Madhukar
(1993), for example, investigated surface treatment and fibre
finish of carbon fibres for epoxy composites. The authors used
the single fibre fragmentation test, the microbond test, the micro
indentation technique, a ±45° tension test, the Iosipescu shear test
and the short beam shear test. The results of the untreated fibre-
reinforced composites varied for the ILSS between 23.4 and
55.5 MPa from method to method. If the measured values of
the composites with treated fibres are set in relation to values of
untreated fibre composites, improvement factors between 1.3 and
2.1 were obtained (Drzal and Madhukar, 1993). Wang et al.
(2019) also showed a similar trend for flax yarn modified with
nanoclay for improved fibre/matrix adhesion with pull-out and
short beam shear test results. The surface modification resulted in
an increase of 18% for the ILSS measured with the short beam
shear test and 71% for the IFSS measured with the pull-out test
compared to untreated fibres (Wang et al., 2019). It can be
concluded that a modification of the fibre/matrix interface can
be detected with different methods, but the absolute values may
differ significantly as well as the relationship between values of a
modified and unmodified interface. In contrast to this, Teuber
et al. (2013) showed that the results of a fibre pull-out test and a
short beam shear test of untreated and enzyme-treated lyocell
fibres are much more differentiated and provide significant
differences in apparent ILSS for the fibre/matrix combinations
(Teuber et al., 2013).

The previous discussion illustrates the problem regarding the
comparison of results from different measuring methods (Pahr
et al., 2002). However, even if the same measuring methods are
used to analyse individual cellulose fibres or plant fibre bundles in
different matrices or composites, considerable deviations in the
measurement results are evident. Furthermore, the authors are
not aware of any study comparing the results of off-axis tensile
tests, short beam shear tests, SENB-tests and double-notched
shear tests for cellulose fibre-reinforced plastics. Therefore, the
influence of different methods for the analysis of fibre/matrix
adhesion of regenerated cellulose fibre-reinforced epoxy will be
investigated in this study. Regenerated cellulose fibre-reinforced
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composites are currently mainly used as tyre cord or as
reinforcements in brake hoses (Einsiedel, 2017). Furthermore,
there are applications in small series such as protective covers for
smartphones or notebooks. Otherwise the authors are only aware
of prototype applications such as the outer shell for a racing car
developed by a team of students (formular student), a motorbike
tank or a kayak (Graupner et al., 2022). Nevertheless, regenerated
cellulose fibres have a high potential, in particular for applications
that are subject to impact loads, due to their high tenacity (Bax
and Müssig, 2008; Ganster et al., 2006). In contrast to natural
fibres, regenerated cellulose fibres can be produced in a
reproducible quality and are therefore particularly suitable for
the intended comparison of methods for determining fibre/
matrix adhesion. Thus, varying characteristic values due to a
wide range of fibre properties can be excluded. The results of
single fibre methods like microbond or pull-out tests and the
before-mentioned composite tests will be compared. UD viscose
fibre-reinforced composites with fibre mass contents of 20%, 30%
and 40% and fibres of different fineness are produced for the
different tests. Based on data available in the literature, it is
expected that different test methods may lead to different results
as a function of the fibre mass fraction or fibre fineness.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Fibre and Matrix
Danufil® KK viscose fibres were supplied with different fineness
values of 1.7, 3.3 and 28.0 dtex by Kelheim Fibres GmbH
(Kelheim, Germany) as continuous tows (135 ktex) with a
bright/matt lustre. The equivalent diameter (theoretical
diameter of a circular area corresponding to the cross-
sectional area) of the fibres was calculated with the fibre
density which was determined to be 1.521 ± 0.088 g/cm³
(Graupner et al., 2018), and the linear density of the different
fineness values. An equivalent diameter of 11.9, 16.6 and 48.4 μm
was calculated for Danufil 1.7, 3.3 and 28.0 dtex, respectively.
Epikote RIMR 135 epoxy resin was used in combination with the
hardener Epikure RIMH 137 as a matrix (Momentive Specialty
Chemicals B.V., Rotterdam, Netherlands; mixing ratio 100:30;
density 1.15 g/cm³).

2.2 Fibre Tensile Test
Before characterisation, fibres were conditioned according to
DIN EN ISO 139 (Deutsches Institut für Normung, 2005).
Fibre tensile characteristics were determined with a Fafegraph
M testing machine (Textechno, Mönchengladbach, Germany)
working with a pneumatic clamping system (PVC clamps).
Eighty fibres of each fineness were investigated with a load cell
of 100 cN at a gauge length of 20 mm and a strain rate of 50%
(strain rate 10 mm/min).

2.3 Single Fibre Pull-Out Test and
Microbond Test
The pull-out and microbond tests were performed on the coarsest
fibres with a fineness of 28 dtex as handling of the very fine fibres

is very difficult. It was not possible to realise such a small
embedding length that allowed the fibre to be pulled out of
the epoxy matrix. Silicone moulds were manufactured for the
production of the pull-out samples from TFC Silikon Kautschuk
(type 1 Abformsilikon weich 1:1 NV, Troll Factory RTV,
Habekost Troll Factory Rainer Habekost e.K., Riede,
Germany). For this purpose, Teflon® foils (PTFE-coated glass
fibre fabric; thickness: 0.25 mm; Böhme Kunststofftechnik GmbH
& Co. KG, Schwarzenbek, Germany) with the dimensions of
about 8 cm2 × 8 cm2 were fixed upright in a rectangular mould,
which was then filled with the silicone matrix to about 1 mm
below the upper edge of the Teflon sheets. After curing, the
Teflon® sheets were removed. The silicone mould was then slit on
the long side, as shown in Figure 1A. The mould was unfolded, a
fibre was inserted, and the cavity created by the Teflon foil was
filled with epoxy resin. After curing of approx. 48 h at ambient
conditions, the pull-out samples were demoulded (Figure 1B).
The thickness of the polymer sheets of 18 valid specimens was, on
average, 449 ± 229 μm.

For the microbond samples’ production, the fibres were placed
over an aluminium frame made of perforated sheet metal and
were fixed with adhesive tape. The epoxy resin was carefully
dripped onto the fibre with a 0.9 mm glass cannula (Figure 1C).
After curing, the samples were removed from the aluminium
frame. The embedding length of 13 valid microbond samples was,
on average, 335 ± 92 μm. A typical microbond specimen is shown
in Figure 1D.

Before testing, the samples were conditioned according to DIN
EN ISO 291 (Deutsches Institut für Normung, 2006). Pull-out
and microbond specimens were tested on a self-manufactured
testing device for a Zwick/Roell Z020 universal testing machine
(Zwick/Roell GmbH, Ulm, Germany) equipped with a 5 N load
cell (Figure 1E). The clamping length was 5 mm, and the test
speed was set to 1 mm/min. The IFSS was evaluated by dividing
the maximum pull-out force in N by the fibre’s embedded surface
area in mm2.

2.4 Composite Production
Endless UD fibre-reinforced composites were produced from
Danufil fibres with different fineness and fibre mass fractions
of 20%, 30% and 40% in combination with the epoxy matrix.
Fibre collectives were weighed with a scale (Kern 440–35 M, D =
0.01 g, Kern and Sohn GmbH, Balingen, Germany) for different
specimen geometries [dog-bone shape tensile test specimen type
1 A according to DIN EN ISO 527-2 (Deutsches Institut für
Normung, 1996), rectangular rods with the dimensions of 200 ×
10 × 4 mm³, 200 × 10 × 3 mm³ and 200 × 15 × 4 mm³] and
different fibre loads as described in (Graupner et al., 2018). The
moulds were brushed with a mould release agent (Trennwachs,
Standard 04.01A, Lange + Ritter GmbH, Gerlingen, Germany)
prior using. The length of the sliver corresponds to twice the
length of the specimen length. A nylon thread was attached to the
middle of the 300 or 400 mm long sliver, which halved the sliver’s
length and corresponded to the sample lengths of the composite
material (150 mm for the production of tensile test specimens and
200 mm for the production of rectangular rods). The fibres were
then impregnated in epoxy resin for at least 10 min, according to
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(Mader et al., 2012; Graupner et al., 2018). Then, the sliver was
pulled through the mould with the nylon thread. The mould was
closed, and the demoulding took place after 48 h curing at room
temperature. The composites were tested at the earliest 2 weeks
after manufacture.

2.5 Composite Tests
Before composite testing, samples were conditioned according to
DIN EN ISO 291 (Deutsches Institut für Normung, 2006). All
tests were carried out with a universal testing machine type Zwick
Z 020 (Zwick/Roell GmbH, Ulm, Germany) working with a load
cell of 20 kN. At least six specimens were tested per sample variety
and test series.

2.5.1 Composite Tensile Test
Composites were tested for their tensile strength with the
universal testing machine equipped with a pneumatic
clamping system (clamping pressure: 1–2 bar). Test specimens
type 1A were tested at a crosshead speed of 2 mm/min according
to DIN EN ISO 527-2 (Deutsches Institut für Normung, 1996).
The gauge length was set to 115 mm. The work at break in tension
was determined with the load-displacement curves. Hull and
Clyne (1996) state that “the work done in a tension or bending
test is given by the area under a load–displacement plot and,
provided this energy is all permanently absorbed in the specimen,
the fracture energy is then found by simply dividing by the
sectional area through which failure has occurred.” The
load–displacement plot is given in N * m = 1 J or in our case
in N * mm = 0.001 J.

2.5.2 Short Beam Shear Test
Short beam shear tests were carried out to determine the apparent
interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) under mode II shear failure
according to the standard DIN EN ISO 2377 (Deutsches Institut
für Normung, 1989) for glass fibre-reinforced composites with a

bearing distance of 15 mm and a testing speed of 1 mm/min. The
radius of the pressure fin and the bearings was 5 mm and 2 mm,
respectively. The specimens with dimensions of 20 × 10 × 3 mm³
were cut from the rectangular samples. The evaluation of test
results was carried out according to the standard (Deutsches
Institut für Normung, 1989).

2.5.3 Single Edge Notched Bending Test
SENB tests were carried out to determine the fracture toughness
of the different composites. According to ASTM D 5045–99
(ASTM International, 1999) the fracture toughness is defined
as the the critical-stress-intensity factor KIc which is a toughness
property indicative of the resistance of a material to fracture. A
pressure fin of 5 mm radius and bearings of a radius of 2 mmwere
used in combination with the universal testing machine Z 020.
The span length (L) was set to 20 mm, and the testing speed to
1 mm/min. Test specimens were produced from rectangular
samples with a length of 25 mm, a width (W) of 10 mm, a

FIGURE 1 | (A) Preparation set-up for pull-out test specimens and (B) prepared specimen, (C) preparation of microbond samples and (D) prepared microbond
sample under a light microscope in polarised light, (E) testing device for pull-out and microbond tests (view through a magnifying glass).

FIGURE 2 | Exemplary original (dotted line) and corrected load-
displacement curve (continuous line; onset of non-linear behaviour) of a SENB
test specimen (30% Danufil 3.3 dtex/epoxy).
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thickness (T) of 4 mm and a notch depth (a) of around 4.5 mm.
Results were evaluated as described, e.g., in (Kobayashi and
Kitagawa, 2016; Pickering et al., 2011). The critical load was
defined as the onset of non-linear behaviour in the curve (see
Figure 2, corrected curve, continuous line). The condition “2B <
W < 4B” as specified in the standard ASTM D 5045–99 (ASTM
International, 1999) is fulfilled, but the span length is lower,
which may significantly affect the results. Therefore, the
calculated KIc factors were normalised by showing the highest
value as 100%, as in this case, it is only a matter of comparing the
different composites within a test series.

The apparent ILSS (mode II) from SENB tests was calculated
according to Bader and Ellis (1974) with Eq. 1. σc is the critical
stress from the SENB test inMPa,W the specimen width inmm, a
the notch depth in mm and L the span length in mm.

τ � σc · (W − a)2 · L (1)

2.5.4 Double-Notched Compression Test
Double-notched compression tests were carried out to determine
the apparent ILSS (mode II) in compression of the composites.
Test specimens were prepared from the rectangular samples
measuring 25 × 10 × 4 mm³ according to the ceramic
standard (Deutsches Institut für Normung, 2003). Two
opposing notches with a depth of 2 mm and a width of
0.8 mm were inserted at a distance of 10 mm. The load was
applied with a testing speed of 2 mm/min and was related to the
shear area for the calculation of the apparent ILSS. The test was
terminated with compression of max. 50%. Following the
initiation of the shear failure and the force drop, a new force
increase occurred after the notch width was reduced to 0 mm by
the pressure load (compare Figure 3). Therefore, the force values
before the first force drop were used. This force value in N was
related to the shear area in mm2 to calculate the apparent ILSS.

2.5.5 Double-Notched Tensile Test
According to DIN EN ISO 65148 (Deutsches Institut für
Normung, 1989), double-notched tensile tests were used to
determine the apparent shear failure in tension (ILSS, mode
II). Specimen dimensions of 60 × 15 × 4 mm³ (deviation from

the standard) were produced from the rectangular samples.
Two opposing notches with a depth of 2.2 mm and a width of
0.8 mm were inserted at a distance of around 12.5 mm. To
prevent the specimens from buckling at the notches, two
rectangular steel plates with the same specimen width and a
thickness of 4 mm were also clamped. The steel plates were
clamped in opposite directions, so that one steel plate spanned
one notch on each side and thus prevents buckling. Tensile
tests with the universal testing machine (pneumatic clamping
system; clamping pressure: 1–2 bar) were carried out at a gauge
length of 40 mm and a testing speed of 2 mm/min. The
maximum force in N was related to the shear area in mm2

to calculate the apparent ILSS.

2.5.6 Transverse Tensile Test
Small test specimens with a fibre orientation perpendicular to
the test direction were produced from the rectangular samples
with dimensions of 15 × 10 × 4 mm³. The universal test
machine Z 020 operating with a 2 mm/min crosshead speed
was used with the pneumatic clamping system (clamping
pressure: 1–2 bar). The gauge length was set to 5 mm. The
maximum force in N was related to the cross-sectional area in
mm2. This transverse tensile strength is considered as the
apparent IFSS.

2.6 Scanning Electron Microscopy
Fracture planes from tensile and double-notched tensile test
specimens were examined with scanning electron microscopy
(SEM type JSM 6510, Jeol, Eching, Germany) operating with
emission electrons. Before SEM investigations, the samples were
sputtered with gold for 60 s under a current of 56 mA with a Bal-
Tec sputter coater type SCD 005 (Bal-Tec, Liechtenstein).

FIGURE 3 | Exemplary original (dotted line) and corrected
load–displacement curve (continuous line; first force drop) of a double-
notched compression test specimen (30% Danufil 3.3 dtex/epoxy).

FIGURE 4 | Tensile strength of Danufil viscose fibres having a fineness of
1.7, 3.3 and 28.0 dtex. Results are shown as Box-Whisker Plots. Different
letters indicate significant differences, a * marks results which do not follow a
normal distribution.
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2.7 Statistics
The statistical evaluation of test results was carried out with the
open-source software R version 3.5.1 (http://www.r-project.org/).
Results were investigated regarding a normal distribution with a
Shapiro test. To prove whether there are significant differences
between the data of variable samples, for normally distributed
data with homogenous variances the Tukey-test and for data
which are not distributed normally theWilcoxon test was chosen.
All tests were performed with a level of significance α = 0.05.
Results are shown as Box-Whisker-plots with the mean values as
rhombuses. Significant differences are designated with different
letters, and an asterisk identifies results which are not distributed
normally.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Fibre and Composite Characteristics
The fibres used, differ in their fineness and fibre cross-sectional
area. Due to the influence of size effects and the higher probability
of defects with a larger cross-sectional area, the fibres’ tensile
strength decreases, as shown in Figure 4 and discussed in an
earlier study (Graupner et al., 2018).

The same slight trend is also visible for the composites
(compare Figure 5): the coarser fibres lead to a lower tensile
strength. Compared to the neat matrix, all fibre types have
been able to achieve a significant reinforcing effect.
Composites with a higher fibre mass fraction show a

significantly higher tensile strength than composites with
lower fibre content. From a statistical point of view, no
significant differences could be found for composites
produced from Danufil 1.7 dtex and 3.3 dtex, despite the
higher tensile strength of Danufil 1.7 dtex.

As shown in Figure 6, the fracture surfaces of the composites
show clear differences. Composites reinforced with finer fibres
show a relatively brittle fracture behaviour with a fibre mass
fraction of 20%. The matrix is broken smoothly, and the fibres
have barely been pulled out of the matrix. With fibre mass
proportions of 30% and 40%, the fracture surfaces become
more fissured. In some cases, entire fibre collectives were
pulled out. It is also evident that composites reinforced with
Danufil 1.7 dtex have a higher number of voids in the fracture
surface. The determination of density and void volume could
confirm this observation. Table 1 shows a higher void volume for
composites reinforced with Danufil 1.7 dtex fibres than
composites with Danufil 3.3 dtex. The coarse 28 dtex fibres,
on the other hand, tend to have the lowest porosity. The higher
void volume of composites reinforced with the fine fibres may
have been caused by the larger specific fibre surface, making it
more difficult for the matrix to penetrate and wet the fibres. It is
assumed that the higher strength of the Danufil 1.7 dtex fibres
compared to the 3.3 dtex fibres compensates for this, and
comparable strength of the composites is the result. Ashir
et al. (2019) showed that the influence of voids on the
reduction in tensile strength of carbon fibre-reinforced epoxy
is particularly pronounced when the percentage of voids increases
from 0 to about 2.5%. If the void volume increases up to approx.
6.3%, the influence is significantly lower but still present. For
composites with the coarse 28 dtex fibres, it can be seen that the
fibres were pulled out of the matrix. Compared to the fine fibres,
the lower specific fibre surface is assumed to be the reason for a
lower apparent adhesion between fibre and matrix, resulting in
fibre pull-outs.

The work at break determined as area under the force-
displacement curves obtained from the tensile tests and the
normalised data of the fracture toughness from the SENB tests
are shown in Figure 7. Bothmethods show the same trend: higher
fibre mass proportion leads to an increased work at break and
fracture toughness. Besides, a slight trend can be seen that both
values decrease when using coarser fibres with a lower tensile
strength. From a statistical point of view, the composites
reinforced with Danufil 1.7 dtex and 3.3 dtex do not differ
significantly, and therefore, a comparable work at break and
fracture toughness can be assumed. Merely the composite made
of Danufil 28 dtex shows significantly lower values. The increased
work at break and fracture toughness with increasing fibre
content can be explained by the significantly higher elongation
at break of the fibres (>16%) compared to the matrix (1.4%).
Although the finer fibres (1.7 dtex and 3.3 dtex) have a
significantly lower elongation at break of 16.7% and 22.6%, the
composites with the 28 dtex fibres show lower work at break and
normalised fracture toughness values despite an elongation at
break of the fibres of 34.4%. This means that this significantly
increased elongation of the coarse Danufil fibres cannot be
transferred to the composite. The elongation of composites

FIGURE 5 | Tensile strength of Danufil fibre-reinforced composites.
Results are shown as Box-Whisker-Plots with the mean values as rhombuses.
Different letters indicate significant differences, a * marks results that do not
follow a normal distribution.
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reinforced with the different fine fibres and a fibre mass fraction
of 30% ranged between 1.8% and 2.4%. Due to the smaller specific
fibre surface of the coarse fibres, less energy is absorbed by fibre
pull-outs during breakage. Because of the significantly higher
elongation of the fibres compared to the matrix, the full
reinforcement effect of the fibres in the composite cannot be
utilised, as described in a previous study (Graupner et al., 2019).

3.2 Interfacial Shear Strength From Single
Fibre Pull-Out and Microbond Methods
The results of the apparent IFSS determined with single fibre
methods (pull-out test and microbond test) do not differ
significantly (see Figure 8). Yang and Thomason (2010) also
found a good correlation between the results of IFSS of
individual glass fibres in a polypropylene (PP) matrix

FIGURE 6 | SEM micrographs of composites reinforced with different fine Danufil fibres and fibre mass fractions: (A–C) Danufil 1.7 dtex, (D–F) Danufil 3.3 dtex,
(G–I) Danufil 28.0 dtex). A few places where whole fibre collectives were pulled out are marked with an arrow.
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determined with pull-out and microbond tests. In a previous
review, we were able to show that IFSS values depend very much
on the preparation method, the execution of the tests and the
evaluation of the results. A direct comparison of results is only
possible if the same methodology is used (Müssig and Graupner,
2020). In this case, the pull-out and microbond specimens were
prepared similarly apart from the specimen geometry. The main
difference between the tests performed is that one end of the
fibre was cut off from the pull-out specimen at the level of the
matrix, whereas the fibre end was left in place at the microbond
specimens. This allows the friction between fibre and matrix to
be measured over a more extended period. Nevertheless,
comparable results could be achieved with both methods for
the IFSS.

3.3 Interfacial Shear Strength From
Transverse Tensile Tests
The transverse tensile strength, which is often used as an
indicator for the apparent IFSS (Jang, 1992), shows an
opposite trend (Figure 9) to the longitudinal tensile
strength (compare Figures 5): an increase in the fibre mass
fraction leads to a decrease in the transverse tensile strength or
IFSS, respectively (Figure 9). The composites reinforced with
Danufil 3.3 dtex show a slightly higher IFSS but do not differ
statistically from the composites’ results made of Danufil 1.7
dtex. As discussed for the longitudinal tensile strength, the
higher void ratio of the finer 1.7 dtex fibre-reinforced
composites compared to the 3.3 dtex fibre-reinforced
composites can be the reason for the slightly lower
characteristic values since defects such as voids have a
stronger influence on the properties measured in the
transverse direction to the fibre orientation (Madhukar and
Drzal, 1991). Dong (2016) has found that the critical void
content for carbon fibre-reinforced composites is around 2%.
For void contents above this critical value, transverse strength
decreases with increasing void content, and the strength
reduction decreases with increasing fibre volume fraction. It
has been shown that voids have minor effects on the
longitudinal tensile strength of UD endless fibre-reinforced
composites (Madhukar and Drzal, 1991; Dong, 2016), whereby
a certain influence is still present (Ashir et al., 2019). As shown
in Table 1, the void content in the composites decreases as a

function of fibre fineness from fine to coarse. Therefore, it can
be concluded that the lower IFSS of the composites with
Danufil 28 dtex is mainly due to the lower specific surface area.

The matrix properties dominate the transverse tensile
strength. With a non-optimal fibre/matrix adhesion, the
fibres tend to act as defects, so the transverse tensile strength
of fibre composites is often lower than that of the pure matrix
(Bunsell and Renard, 2005). The same trend was demonstrated

TABLE 1 | Density and voids of the different Danufil fibre-reinforced composites
(mean values ± SD).

Composite Density in g/cm³ Voids in %

20% Danufil 1.7 dtex 1.149 ± 0.016 4.7 ± 1.3
30% Danufil 1.7 dtex 1.188 ± 0.013 4.0 ± 1.1
40% Danufil 1.7 dtex 1.214 ± 0.005 4.3 ± 0.4
20% Danufil 3.3 dtex 1.168 ± 0.008 3.2 ± 0.7
30% Danufil 3.3 dtex 1.196 ± 0.020 3.3 ± 1.6
40% Danufil 3.3 dtex 1.225 ± 0.008 3.4 ± 0.6
20% Danufil 28.0 dtex 1.175 ± 0.021 2.6 ± 1.8
30% Danufil 28.0 dtex 1.212 ± 0.011 2.0 ± 0.9
40% Danufil 28.0 dtex 1.228 ± 0.016 3.2 ± 1.3

FIGURE 7 | Work at break determined from force-displacement curves
of tensile tests (A) and SENB value normalised to the highest value obtained
by a single edge notched bending test. (B) Results are shown as Box-
Whisker-Plots with the mean values as rhombuses. Different letters
indicate significant differences. A * marks results which do not follow a normal
distribution.
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in a study by Le Duigou et al. (2014). Flax fibre-reinforced
polylactide (PLA) with 20%, 30%, and 40% fibre mass fraction
showed a significantly lower transverse tensile strength than the
pure matrix and a significant reduction with increasing fibre
mass fraction (Le Duigou et al., 2014). Additionally, voids in the
interface promote early failure. Due to the significantly lower
specific fibre surface of the coarse fibres, a smaller bonding
surface of the fibre is available for the matrix leading to lower

FIGURE 8 | Interfacial shear strength (IFSS) of Danufil 28 dtex fibres
embedded in an epoxy matrix determined by pull-out and microbond tests.
Results are shown as Box-Whisker-Plots with the mean values as rhombuses.
No significant differences were found. A * marks results which do not
follow a normal distribution.

FIGURE 9 | Interfacial shear strength (IFSS) determined by a transverse
tensile test. Results are shown as Box-Whisker-Plots with the mean values as
rhombuses. Different letters indicate significant differences. A * marks results
which do not follow a normal distribution.

FIGURE 10 | Interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) determined by a short
beam shear test (A) and ILSS determined by a SENB test (B). Results are
shown as Box-Whisker-Plots with mean values as rhombuses. Different
letters indicate significant differences. A * marks results which do not
follow a normal distribution.
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transverse tensile strength. In the overall consideration, the
transverse tensile test was found to be one of the more
sensitive techniques to assess the IFSS in composites [(Fitzer
and Weiss, 1987) cited in (Jang, 1992)].

3.4 Interlaminar Shear Strength From
Bending Methods
In contrast to the transverse tensile test, the results from the
bending methods (short beam shear test and SENB test) rather
represent the trend of the longitudinal tensile tests. As the
proportion of fibre mass increases, the composites’ apparent
ILSS values increased clearly (see Figure 10). However, from a
statistical point of view, no influence of fibre fineness on the ILSS
can be determined, leading to the assumption that these methods
are less sensitive to fibre fineness, and the different tensile
strength of the fibres has a minor influence. However, the
ILSS values of the short beam shear test and SENB test are of
a similar order of magnitude. It is assumed that the different
trends in the transverse tensile test and the bending test results are
based on the different type of load. While the fibres in the
transverse tensile test tend to act as defects, they may act as
reinforcement under bending loads due to the longitudinal fibre
orientation. However, it is assumed that the reason is mainly to be
found in the constitution of the composites. For glass and carbon
fibre-reinforced laminates, the functionality of the short beam
shear test could be proven (Cui et al., 1994; Hoecker et al., 1995;
Keusch et al., 1998; Davies et al., 2005; Selmy et al., 2012; Almeida
et al., 2015; Esnaola et al., 2016) and the influence of voids on the
apparent ILSS could also be demonstrated (Zhan-Sheng Guo
et al., 2009) as well as the influence of fibre orientation (Almeida
et al., 2015). Nevertheless, it should also be noted that the short
beam shear test also displays problems such as complex stress
states in the specimen, compressive stresses present underneath
the load applicator and the strong dependence of the results on
the failure modes, flexural stresses increasing towards the top and
bottom surface and the span to specimen thickness ratio (Feraboli
et al., 2004; Olsson, 2011).

It must be taken into account that the samples examined are not
multi-layer composite laminates; they can be considered as single
layers with individually distributed fibres (compare Figure 6). It
cannot be excluded that other failuremodes than pure shear failure
led to the failure of the test specimens. It is presumed that the
specimens also failed to a certain extent due to tensile and
compressive stresses. In this case, it is suspected that the
flexural rather than the shear strength was measured. Compston
and Jar (1999) showed for glass fibre-reinforced vinylester that
cracks in laminates are initiated in the matrix-rich layer between
individual fabric layers. Since there are nomatrix-rich layers in our
composites, crack branching is assumed to occur rather than pure
in-plane shear failure. Ahmed and Vijayarangan (2008) state that
interlaminar shear failure may not also take place at the laminate
midplane. It is challenging to ensure pure shear failure along with
the interface, which makes it difficult to interpret the short-beam
shear test data.

It seems that the influence of voids plays a minor role in the
investigated composites. In our case, it could be shown that the

proportion of voids, which harms the apparent adhesion between
fibre and matrix, does not increase significantly with increasing
fibre mass (see Table 1). Nevertheless, the composites with the
finest 1.7 dtex fibres showed a higher void ratio. Therefore, the
transverse tensile strength of composites with Danufil 1.7 dtex is
comparable to composites reinforced with Danufil 3.3 dtex. In
contrast, these materials tended to show the highest ILSS values
from the short beam shear test, and an influence of fibre fineness
with decreasing ILSS was generally obvious when using coarser
fibres. This indicates that the material properties in the short
beam shear test are more fibre-dominated than defect-
dominated. Ashir et al. (2019) confirm for carbon fibre-
reinforced epoxy that the influence of voids on the bending
properties is less pronounced than on the tensile properties.
However for multilayer composite laminates, a clear influence
of the voids on the ILSS could be proven with a short beam shear
test. The ILSS decreases with an increased proportion of voids.
The reason for this phenomenon is the reduction of the sliding
resistance between individual fibre layers by increasing void
content (Ashir et al., 2019). In the overall consideration, it
seems that the short beam shear test is less sensitive to voids
compared to the transverse tensile test and the properties of the
reinforcing fibres are more apparent. The ILSS from the SENB
test, on the other hand, shows no sensitivity to fibre fineness.
However, both methods show an opposite trend to the results
from the transverse tensile test.

For comparing our results with data from the literature, some
trends from other studies are listed here. Roe and Ansell (1985)
also show an increase in ILSS between fibre volume fractions of
10% and 60% for jute fibre-reinforced unsaturated polyester (UP)
with a simultaneous increase in tensile strength and Young’s
modulus. A similar trend was observed by Lee et al. (2009) for a
lyocell fabric-reinforced PBS matrix. The authors found an
increasing ILSS up to a fibre mass fraction of 50% and a
decrease at a fibre content of 60%. Arulmurugan and
Narayananan (2019) showed, in contrast, for jute fibre-
reinforced UP that the ILSS measured with a short beam shear
test increases with increasing jute fibre content from 5% to 25%.
With a further increasing fibre mass fraction up to 30%, the ILSS
decreased. The authors reported the same trend for the flexural
strength, but the tensile strength decreased significantly from a
fibre mass fraction of 20%. It can be concluded that the tensile
characteristics are much more sensitive against a weaker fibre/
matrix adhesion than the bending properties. A study by Malaba
and Wang (2015) displays a reverse trend for a viscose fibre-
reinforced furan resin. A reduction of ILSS was shown with an
increasing fibre mass fraction from 51% to 75%. However, these
fibre mass fractions are significantly higher than those used in the
present study and the authors simultaneously determined a
reduction in flexural strength with an increasing fibre mass
fraction. They observed by microscopy a decreasing fibre/
matrix adhesion with increasing fibre content. Another
controversial trend was reported by Wood and Ward (1994).
The ILSS of a unidirectional high-modulus polyethylene fibre-
reinforced epoxy, measured using a short-beam shear test,
decreases with increasing fibre content. The authors concluded
that the shear failure is controlled by the adhesion between fibre
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and matrix for fibre volume fractions above 30%. At a fibre
volume below 30%, the failure is increasingly dominated by the
shear failure of the resin. However, analogous to our study, the
authors observed a reduction in ILSS with increasing fibre
diameter.

3.5 interlaminar Shear Strength From
Double-Notched Tensile and Compression
Tests
Another trend compared to the before-mentioned results was
determined by double-notched tensile and compression tests.
Double-notched shear tests were developed for materials that do
not yield acceptable data, e.g., with the short beam shear test
(Almeida et al., 2015) and display a more uniform state of
interlaminar shear stress in the gauge area (Shokrieh and
Lessard, 1998; Lijun et al., 2008). However, there are also
criticisms that the shear stress is not uniformly distributed in
the gauge section (Olsson, 2011). A stress concentration occurs
close to the notches initiating the shear failure (Weidenmann
et al., 2015). It should be noted that the shear stress distribution
becomes more uniform for increased material anisotropy and
small notch-distance to thickness ratios of the specimens. The
notch size and the distance from the notches to the specimen’s
loaded ends seem not to influence the stress distribution
significantly (Dadras and McDowell, 1990). The SEM
micrograph in Figure 11 shows an example of a fracture
surface after a double-notched tensile test of a 40% Danufil
3.3 dtex-reinforced epoxy composite. Shear failure is clearly
visible. The sample fractured parallel to the fibres. Particles of
matrix residues can be seen on the surface of the fracture plane.

When comparing the results from the double-notched tensile
test (Figure 12A) and the compression test (Figure 12B), it
becomes clear that the absolute IFSS values differ significantly,
but the trend is the same. The highest ILSS was measured in trend
with a fibre mass fraction of 30%. An influence of fibre fineness

cannot be proven from a statistical point of view. Even if the
composites with the coarse Danufil 28 dtex fibres show slightly
lower values overall, the difference to the composites with the
finer fibres is not significant.

Under tensile and compressive loading of the double-notched
test specimens along with the fibre orientation, it is assumed that
shear failure occurs mainly at the matrix level in the specimens
with low fibre content (20%). Wood and Ward (1994) have
shown that shear failure is controlled by the adhesion between
fibre and matrix for fibre volume fractions above 30%. However,

FIGURE 11 | SEMmicrograph of a fracture surface of a 40% Danufil 3.3
dtex reinforced epoxy after the double-notched tensile test.

FIGURE 12 | Interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) determined by a double-
notched tensile test (A) and ILSS determined by a double-notched
compression test (B). Results are shown as Box-Whisker-Plots with the mean
values as rhombuses. Different letters indicate significant differences.
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at a fibre volume below 30%, the failure is increasingly dominated
by the resin’s shear failure. It is assumed that this phenomenon
also occurs in double-notched tension and compression tests. By
loading along the longitudinal axis of fibre orientation, the fibres
act less as defects compared to a transverse tensile test. However,
by increasing the fibre mass fraction to 30%, higher ILSS is
achieved. Even if the fibres are cut in the plane by the
notches, the critical fibre length is exceeded due to the large
spacing of the notches. Under shear load, the fibre/matrix
adhesion seems to be sufficiently good to transfer stress from
the matrix to the fibre. However, by further increasing the fibre
mass fraction to 40%, no further increase in ILSS could be found;
the characteristic values tend to be slightly lower. It is assumed
that fibre-fibre interactions also play a role (Almeida et al., 2013).
The shear forces can still be transferred to the fibres, but shear
failure also occurs between individual fibres. It is assumed that the
ILSS would be further reduced if the proportion of fibre mass
continued to increase. This aspect should be investigated in future
research work.

3.6 Comparison of Different Methods
In the present study, a total of seven methods for measuring fibre/
matrix adhesion of regenerated cellulose fibre-reinforced epoxy
were investigated. Both single fibre methods, pull-out and
microbond test provided comparable apparent IFSS values due
to similar parameters during sample preparation, testing and
evaluation. However, single fibre methods are often limited. For
the tests, a sufficiently small embedding length below the critical
fibre length must be realised. The preparation of pull-out and
microbond samples when using very fine fibres and fibres with
low strength is challenging and, in some cases, hardly possible.

Single fibre methods are often accused of not reflecting the load
case in a composite material (Beckert and Lauke, 1997). Effects,
such as differently shaped fibre ends, interconnected fibres, and
their interaction in the entire composite (Fan and Hsu, 1989)
cannot be reproduced with single fibre methods. Besides,
inhomogeneities of the fibre surface or small voids lead to
different stress distributions along the interface, especially at
the fibre ends, where stress concentrations already exist. The
shorter the embedding length in the pull-out or microbond
specimen, the higher the influence of the stress concentrations.
It is almost impossible to reproduce the same stress state in
different samples (Beckert and Lauke, 1997).

In contrast to single fibre methods, the methods for measuring
the apparent IFSS and ILSS of UD composites (transverse tensile
test, short beam shear test, double-notched tensile test and
double-notched compression test) showed completely different
trends in the results as a function of fibre load and fibre fineness
(see Figure 13). According to the current state of knowledge, we
assume that the different trends are due to the different test
procedures and loading cases, as all samples were manufactured
under exactly the same conditions.

Table 2 provides an overview of published data on regenerated
cellulose fibre-reinforced plastics that were examined with regard
to their IFSS and ILSS. It can be seen that the characteristic values
of different materials with the same fibre content, which were
examined with the short beam shear test, differ significantly due
to the mentioned reasons.

The transverse tensile test showed a clear trend of decreasing
IFSS with increasing fibre mass. The test appears to be sensitive to
the influence of fibre fineness and the proportion of voids in the
composite. Despite the lower specific fibre surface of Danufil 3.3

FIGURE 13 | Comparison of apparent IFSS data from transverse tensile and ILSS data obtained by short beam shear, SENB, double-notched tensile and double-
notched compression tests. Results are shown as mean values with standard deviations as error bars.
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dtex fibres, a slightly higher IFSS was measured compared to
Danufil 1.7 dtex-reinforced composites. It is assumed that the
higher void content of Danufil 1.7 dtex-reinforced composites led
to this result, as the tensile properties of a composite transverse to
the fibre orientation are strongly influenced by the presence of
voids (Dong, 2016). The IFSS of composites reinforced with
Danufil 28 dtex was significantly lower due to the lower
specific fibre surface available for the fibre/matrix bond.
Overall it has been shown that the transverse tensile test is
one of the more sensitive techniques for assessing the
apparent IFSS in composites [(Fitzer and Weiss, 1987) cited in
(Jang, 1992)]. It is assumed that the influence of fibre fineness can
be demonstrated for the same void content of different composite
materials.

The determination of ILSS from bendingmethods (short beam
shear test and SENB test) shows a reverse trend to the transverse
tensile test results. With increasing fibre content, the ILSS
increases with both methods. In the short beam shear test, a
slight influence of the fibre fineness with decreasing ILSS can be
seen using coarser fibres. This trend is not visible in the SENB test
results. Although the bending properties are less affected by an
increasing void content than the tensile properties, the
reinforcing effect of the finer fibres is more pronounced, and
the voids may harm the ILSS (Ashir et al., 2019). Since the
materials used are not laminates, it cannot be completely
excluded that the specimens only failed under shear stress.
Failure could also have occurred under tensile and bending
loads, which is why the short beam shear test is not to be
preferred for this kind of materials used. Compared with
single fibre methods the ILSS values are clearly higher. A
similar trend was confirmed by Adusumalli et al. (2010) who
determined a 50% higher ILSS value by the short beam shear test
for lyocell/PP than their respective IFSS values measured with a
microbond test.

A third trend was determined by the double-notched tensile
and compression test: the apparent ILSS increased from a fibre
mass fraction of 20%–30% and was then slightly reduced at a fibre
mass fraction of 40%. No significant differences were found
between composites reinforced with Danufil 1.7 dtex and 3.3
dtex. There was a tendency to show a slightly lower ILSS for
composites reinforced with Danufil 28 dtex. The hypothesis is

formulated that composites’ shear failure with a fibre mass
fraction of 20% takes place predominantly at the matrix level.
At a fibre mass fraction of 40%, fibre-fibre interactions could
cause the ILSS to drop slightly. In addition to this, the proportion
of voids in all composites investigated is rather higher with 40%
fibres. In the case of shear failure, it is assumed that voids’ have a
considerable impact on the failure of double-notched specimens.
However, these hypotheses should be verified in future
research work.

It can be summarised that fibre fineness, fibre mass fraction
and void content have different influences on the results of
different IFSS and ILSS measuring methods (Figure 13). The
magnitude of the characteristic values also varies. The structure
and composition of the composite material seem to have a
significant influence on the results. For the materials
investigated here, the transverse tensile test seems to provide
the best information as the influence of fibre fineness, fibre mass
fraction and voids can be represented. However, it should be
noted that the use of other material pairings, e.g., based on
thermoplastic matrices or fibres with significantly different
mechanical properties and different fibre/matrix adhesion
could lead to different trends.

4 CONCLUSION

This study investigated the influence of fibre fineness and fibre
mass content onmechanical properties and fibre/matrix adhesion
of viscose fibre-reinforced epoxy composites. The tensile strength
of the fibres showed lower characteristic values for fibres with
increasing fibre diameters due to the higher probability of defects.
This trend was found to a certain extent in the composites, where
an increased fibre mass proportion leads to a significant increase
in tensile strength. Due to the high ductility of viscose fibres, the
work at break determined with tensile tests and the normalised
fracture toughness measured with SENB tests also increased
compared to the pure matrix with increasing fibre mass
fraction and fibre fineness. The results also showed that the
wetting of the finer fibres with the matrix is more complicated
so that the void volume tends to increase with the use of finer
fibres. The voids had different effects on the five test methods

TABLE 2 | IFSS and ILSS values of regenerated cellulose fibre-reinforced thermosettingmatrices presented in literature (IFSSmeasured bymicrobond-tests, ILSSmeasured
by short beam shear tests–SBMT or double-notched tensile tests–DNTT).

Fibre Matrix Fibre fraction Semi-finished
product

Test method IFSS/ILSS value
in MPa

References

Lyocell epoxy — Single fibre Microbond 14.8 Adusumalli et al. (2010)
Viscose epoxy 30 mass-% Needle felt SBMT 56 Patnaik et al. (2019)
Lyocell PTP 30 mass-% Multilayer web SBMT 17.5 Teuber et al. (2013)
Lyocell Biresin 30 mass-% Multilayer web SBMT 17.5 Teuber et al. (2013)
Viscose epoxy 30 mass-% Needle felt SBMT 36–49 Panda and Gangawane (2021)
Viscose (codenka) furan 51 mass-% UD-roving SBMT 11.2 Malaba and Wang (2015)
Viscose (cordenka) epoxy 53 vol.-% Fabric SBMT 19.7 Meredith et al. (2013)
Viscose (codenka) furan 64 mass-% UD-roving SBMT 8.9 Malaba and Wang (2015)
Viscose (codenka) furan 75 mass-% UD-roving SBMT 5.8 Malaba and Wang (2015)
Viscose (danufil) epoxy n.s. Short fibre sheet SBMT 5.3 Siljander et al. (2015)
Lyocell epoxy 55 vol.-% UD-roving DNTT 37 Adusumalli et al. (2010)
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investigated to determine the IFSS or ILSS. In contrast to the
comparable results obtained with the pull-out andmicrobond test
to determine the apparent IFSS, no consistent trends and results
could be achieved with the five different tests as a function of fibre
fineness and fibre mass fraction. While the transverse tensile test
was found to be sensitive to detect the influence of fibre fineness,
fibre mass fraction and the presence of voids, the short beam
shear test and the SENB test seem to be less suitable for the
investigated materials, as they are not available as laminates and
no clear shear failure in the neutral plane can be guaranteed. In
contrast, the loading of double-notched test specimens under
tensile and compressive loading showed that shear failure is more
initiated in the matrix at a fibre mass fraction of 20%. The highest
ILSS was measured at a fibre mass fraction of 30%, which slightly
decreased at a higher fibre mass fraction of 40%. Depending on
the material used, it is necessary to check, on a case-by-case basis,
which test leads to meaningful results. In the case of our UD fibre-
reinforced composites, we currently consider the transverse
tensile test to be the most meaningful for determining the
IFSS. Further work should be carried out on different tests
with composites reinforced with different fibre types, fibre
semi-finished products, fibre mass and volume proportions to
be able to make a meaningful recommendation for the most
suitable material-specific test procedure.
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